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G325WCU-3A-T4F
MOBILE GENERATOR
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EPA COMPLIANT MOBILE GENERATOR
Doosan Portable Power’s G325 T4F is
one of the most innovative generators
on the market today. The G325
features a revolutionary enclosure
design which creates separate
compartments for the powertrain and
cooling system. The cooling system
utilizes radial cooling fan technology,
an industry first for mass production
applications. These trailblazing
features make the Doosan Portable
Power G325 T4F generator one of the
coolest and quietest mobile generators available. Backed by
Doosan Portable Power’s legendary performance and
reliability, the G325 generator is guaranteed to meet the
toughest demands- even in the most extreme temperatures.
The G325 T4F mobile generator is a dynamic, durable machine that
can handle any terrain and meet nearly every electrical
requirement. Rugged running gear and a tested, hardened
enclosure prevent the harshest of elements from effecting jobsite
performance. The G325 generator features a 25-hour onboard fuel
tank, assuring this generator is in it for the long-run. Versatility is yet
another strength of the G325, having the ability to change from 50
Hz to 60 Hz.
Doosan Portable Power delivers the coolest and quietest mid-range
T4F package on the market. At 100% load, the G325 Tier-4F
generator delivers 326 kVA (261 kW0 at 71 dB(A), even with an
optional variable speed fan. A Dual-Frequency switch is a standard
feature that allows increased versatility on the worksite. This
Dual-Frequency switch enables the generator to change from 50 Hz
to 60Hz, further expanding application and function. Doosan
Portable Power also offers the G325 with a Tundra Package,
enabling enhanced performance in the most extreme temperatures.
This package ensures reliable startup in temperatures as low as
-40˚F/˚C and includes a coolant heater, oil pan heather, battery
charger, battery heater pad, and heated breather hose.
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